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1. Introduction

In this chapter we will introduced the integration method of Störmer-Verlet along
with its variants commonly used for the particle models of molecular dynamics. A
brief overview of the Linked Cell method for the computation of short-range forces
will be given. Moreover, basic computation steps of mesh based and tree based
methods for problems with long-range interactions will be discussed.

1.1. Mathematical Model and Computer Simulation

A physical phenomenon of concern is carefully observed to construct a mathematical
model, often by means of differential and integral equations. Sometimes, constructed
mathematical models are so complex that it is impossible to have analytical solu-
tions. To circumvent this limitation, appropriate numerical methods are used to get
an approximation of the continuum model. In this context, computer simulation
means mathematical prediction of the underlaying process on modern computers.
A possible parallelization is achieved by proper choice of discretization and solution
technique to discrete algebraic equations.
The field of computer simulation is of great importance to investigate and predict
physical and chemical processes for high-tech industry and scientific research. It
allows to avoid costly experiments based on trial and error. Even in many cases, it
is impossible to create necessary conditions in the laboratory if experiment would
take several billions of years or would run within femto-seconds or would involve one
galaxy to several galaxies. Computer simulation has made it possible to study phys-
ical processes irrespective of such limitations, ranging from microscopic processes
to astrophysical phenomenons. Often the field is referred to as the third pillar of
science complementing theory and experiments.

1.2. Molecular Dynamics

Molecular Dynamics is a computer simulation technique where time evolution of
a system of interacting atoms or molecules is determined by solving the equations
of motion. The molecules are allowed to interact for a period of time and their
trajectories are determined to follow individual molecules, to see how they repel or
attract each other. For this purpose, the velocities and positions along with other
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thermodynamical properties of molecules are determined by numerically solving
Newton’s equation of motion for a system of interacting molecules. In contrast to the
Monte Carlo method, molecular dynamics is a deterministic technique because the
initial set of positions and velocities defines the subsequent positions and velocities
deterministically.

1.3. Particle Model

In particle models, a physical system is represented by discrete particles and their
interactions. For instance, systems using classical mechanics can be characterized
by velocities, positions and forces acting between the particles. There are no restric-
tions on the size and the mass of the particles, they are just considered as building
blocks of an abstract model. Systems ranging from atoms or molecules to stars or
parts of galaxies can be modeled. Particles only represent physical properties of
the system like mass, position, velocity or other quantities. In classical mechanics,
the use of Newton’s second law gives systems of second order differential equations
characterizing the relation between the change of velocity of a particle with respect
to time and the force acting on it. The force on each particle results from its in-
teraction with all other particles in the system and depends on their position along
with physical properties, for instance mass in case of gravity. The time evolution
of such a system of interacting particles is determined by computing the solution of
modelled differential equations at number of discrete points in time space. The more
densely these discrete time points are selected, the more accurately the solution can
be approximated. There is no restriction on the number of particles.

1.4. Time Integration

For our implementation, we used one variant of Störmer-Verlet method that comes
from the Verlet integration [WS92] [SABW82][Ver68] that was used by Carl Störmer
[Stø37]. First, we equally divide the time interval [tstart, tend]�R of interest on which
Newton’s equation of motion given by Equation 1.1 is to be solved,

mi
�̈xi = �Fi, i = 1, ....N (1.1)

where mi and �xi represent the mass and the position of particle i, respectively, in a
system of N particles. The forces �Fi in the equation only depend on the positions
of the particles and are given by

�Fi = ∇�xi
�V ( �x1, ..., �xN) (1.2)

where �V stands for the potential.
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For l subintervals of size δt := (tend − tstart)/l we obtain a grid in time space con-
taining points tn := n.δt, n = 0, ...., l positioned at right ends of the subintervals.
Applying the central difference scheme1 on the system of ordinary differential equa-
tions of second order we obtain2

mi
(�xin+1 − 2 �xni + �xi

n−1)
δt2

= �F ni (1.3)

which results in an update to the position of particle i according to Equation 1.4.

�xi
n+1 = 2�xin − �xi

n−1 + δt2. �Fi
n
/mi. (1.4)

Afterwards, the velocity of particle i can be computed according to Equation 1.5.

�vi
n = �xi

n+1 − �xi
n

2δt . (1.5)

With sufficient initial conditions, the subsequent positions and the velocities can
be determined according to Equation 1.4 and Equation 1.5. They formulate one
variant of the Störmer-Verlet method where force terms are determined by relevant
interactions. But this method severely suffers in rounding errors as a result of the
addition of values having largely varying orders of magnitude. One of the improved
variant is known as Leapfrog scheme, [Hoc70] which is less sensitive to rounding
errors but entails the computation of the velocities in half steps. Another variant is
called Velocity-Störmer-Verlet, which not only gains accuracy in terms of round-off
errors compared to Störmer-Verlet method but also avoids the computation of the
velocities in half steps compared to Leapfrog scheme. The Velocity-Störmer-Verlet
method computes the new position according to Equation 1.6,

�xn+1
i = �xni + δt�vi

n + δt2. �Fi
n

2mi

(1.6)

which results from solving Equation 1.5 for �xin−1 and substituting it into Equation 1.4.
Rearranging the terms from Equation 1.4 and Equation 1.5 and adding correspond-
ing terms for �vni and �vin+1, Velocity-Störmer-Verlet method computes new velocities
according to Equation 1.7.

�vi
n+1 = �vi

n + δt(�Fi
n + �Fi

n+1)
2mi

. (1.7)

1One can easily show that central difference leads to discretization error of order O(δt2) for
approximation of both first and second order derivatives.

2In the formulation subscript stands for numbering of particle and superscript stands for indication
of time.
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From Equation 1.7 it is apparent that the computation of velocity in the current
step requires the forces from the previous step to be stored.
The algorithm for the above described Velocity-Störmer-Verlet method is shown in
Algorithm 1.1

Algorithm 1.1 Velocity-Störmer-Verlet Integration
For all particle i initialize �xistar, �vistar
Initialize tstart, tend
For all particle i allocate �Fi

prev to save forces from previous step;
Set tcurrent := tstart, �xi

current := �xi
start, �vi

current := �vi
start

For all particle i compute �Fi
current

while (tcurrent <= tend){
Set tcurrent := tcurrent + δt
For all particle i

Set �xicurrent := �xi
current + δt �(vi

current
+ δt. �Fi

current

2mi
)

Set �Fi
prev := �Fi

current

end For
For all particle i compute �Fi

current

For all particle i set �vicurrent := �vi
current + δt( �Fi

prev+ �Fi
current)

2mi

}

1.5. Naive O(N 2) approach

According to Algorithm 1.1, we can uniquely determine the final positions, velocities
and other thermodynamic quantities of the particles at the end of time interval tend
with given initial conditions at tstart. According to Equation 1.2, the force �Fi on
particle i depends not only on the position �xi of particle i, but also on the positions
of all other particles of the system. For simplicity, the computation of the force�Fi
is simplified as summation of interactions of particle i with every other particle j of
the system which boils down to
�Fi = −∇�xi

�V ( �x1, ..., �xN) =
�N

j=1,j �=i
−∇�xi

U(� �xi − �xj �) = �N
j=1,j �=i

�Fij.
Here, the potential U depends on � �xi − �xj �, the distance between particle i at
position �xi and particle j at position �xj. The term �Fij stands for the impact of
interaction of particle j on particle i.
For each single particle i, we need to compute its interaction with other (N − 1)
particles in the system which leads to computation of total N(N − 1) = O(N2)
particle-particle interactions.
The main disadvantage of this approach is its time complexity, which is O(N2).
Once can easily imagine the situation with billions of particles in the system, where
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computational complexity is in the order of 1018. This method is only usable for sys-
tems with smaller number of particles where it provides a better numerical accuracy
because all possible interactions are considered in the force computation.

One can reduce the computation time by a constant factor (approximately by half)
using Newton’s third law of motion,which ensures Fij = −Fji. Once Fij is computed,
corresponding Fi (force on particle i) and Fj (force on particle j) are updated ac-
cording to

Fi := Fi + Fij (1.8)

and

Fj := Fj + (−Fij) (1.9)

respectively. But the complexity for the force computation, and hence for the algo-
rithm in each time step still remains O(N2).

1.6. Short-Range Potential

Potentials that result in interactions of the particles that are only in close neigh-
borhood of each other are called short-range potentials [MR99, GKZ07]3. As these
potentials decay very fast in the spatial domain, it is sufficient to consider neigh-
boring particles only in limited distance to have a good approximation of the forces
on the particles. The function describing the potential should be used to determine
the range of neighborhood for a sufficient good approximation.

As described in the last section, the interactions of one particle to all other particles
of the system are considered for the computation of the forces on the particles. But
for the potential of short-range type, we do not need to compute the interactions
from one particle to all other particles that are far away and do not contribute to
the potential, and hence to the forces or the contribution is negligible. Considering
only neighboring particles that significantly contribute to the potential hence to the
forces, we can approximate the forces on the particles and subsequently update the
positions and velocities as outlined by Algorithm 1.1.

3In three dimensional analysis, potential that decays faster in r compared to 1/r3 are called
short-range potential.
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1.6.1. Cutoff Radius

The computation of forces on particles requires to determine the interactions be-
tween the particles. Interactions that are limited only to next neighbors are de-
termined up to a certain distance which is called cutoff radius. Contributions of
particles outside of the cutoff radius [TNY11] are neglected in the force computa-
tion, which leads to

�Fi =
N�

0<�xi−xj �≤rcutoff ,j=1,j �=i

−∇�xi
U(� �xi − �xj �) =

N�

0<�xi−xj �≤rcutoff ,j=1,j �=i

�Fij. (1.10)

For instance, if we consider the Lennard-Jones potential of Equation 1.11, which
decays very fast with an increasing distance rAB ( the distance between the particle
A and the particle B ) and hence, the contributions are neglected after a certain
distance, which is defined as cutoff radius rcutoff .

U(rAB) = 4�((σ/rAB)12 − (σ/rAB)6) (1.11)

In Equation 1.11, the value of � and σ determine the magnitude and the zero crossing
of the potential U , respectively. The Lennard-Jones potential U is plotted against
rAB in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1.: 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential
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1.6.2. Linked Cell Method

The Linked Cell method [PTS91, Ref00, Pli95, GKZ07] divides the simulation do-
main Ω into smaller sub-domains called cells that have the side length equal or larger
than the cutoff radius rcutoff . This leads to the computation of the interactions of a
particle only with other particles located in its cell or adjacent cells. The resulting
scheme is shown in Figure 1.2 where the particle for which the force will be com-
puted is shown as the center of the circle with radius rcutoff . The pseudo code for
the Linked Cell method is listed in Algorithm 1.2.

Figure 1.2.: Linked Cell Method

Algorithm 1.2 Linked Cell Method
For each cell C

For each particle i in cell C
Set �Fi := 0
Set L(C) := List of cells adjacent to C including C
For each cell Cneighbor in L(C)

For each particle j in Cneighbor
if � xi − xj �≤ rcufoff and i �= j

Compute interaction �Fij
Set �Fi := �Fi + �Fij

end if
End For

End For
End For

End For

The main advantage of the Linked Cell method is that it is very fast because it
reduces the computational complexity from O(N2) to O(N).
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1.7. Long-Range Potential

The interactions between the particles that are located far away in the spatial do-
main are dictated by another kind of potential which is called Long-Range potential
[OSR61]. The Long-Range potentials decay very slowly over the spatial domain.
The numerical schemes need to computes more interactions with remote particles
to predict the time evolution of systems with Long-Range interactions.
One can dare to go for O(N2) approach, but for simulation with several billions of
particles in distributed system makes it expensive not only in terms of computation
but also in terms of communication.
There are two major types of computation approach involving interactions resulting
from Long-Range potentials. One is for the differential formulation[GKZ07] of the
potentials given in terms of particle density (e.g. mass density, charge density) and
another is for the integral formulation [GKZ07] of the potentials. Several well known
methods like “ParticleParticle Particle-Mesh (P3M)”, “Particle Mesh Ewald (PME)”
and “Smooth Particle Mesh Ewald (SPME)” are used for computations involving
the differential formulation of the potentials. For computation involving the integral
formulation of the potentials, methods like the tree code of Barnes-Hut, the Fast
Multi-Pole Method(FMM) and its variants are widely used.

1.7.1. Mesh Based Methods

All mesh based methods like P3M [Eas75, HE92], PME [DYP93] and SPME[EPB+95]
work principally in same way where the potential �V is split into two parts, short
range part �V short and long range part �V long. Interactions influenced by �V short are
numerically dealt with the previously discussed Linked Cell Method or the Verlet
Neighbor List [CD90][CD91]. �V long part of the potential is further classified into a
smooth and a non-smooth part to avoid numerical inaccuracy due to the singularities
at the points of the particle distribution. The non-smooth part of �V long corresponds
to the interactions with the neighboring particles, and hence is computed in the
same way as the short-range potential4, while the smooth part of �V long corresponds
to the interactions with the particles that are spatially remote and requires separate
techniques for the computation.
Basic computation steps[DH98] for P3M, PME and SPME methods are as follows,
I) Discretization of differential formulation on grid points
II) Solving differential equation to get the values of potential at grid points
III) Back differentiation to obtain the forces exerted on (interpolated) particles at
gird points

4Spatial points without particle is conceptually the same as spatial points with particle having
zero mass or zero charge in case of charge distribution.
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IV) Back interpolation from the grid points to actual positions of the particles

Different aspects of the above mentioned steps has been discussed on [Cou91] [EPB+95]
[Eas75] [DH98]. These three methods along with other mesh based methods in gener-
ally vary in terms of the selection of smoothing functions (e.g. Gaussian, triangular,
spherical) that are used to deal with the singularities at the points of particles,
discretization scheme (e.g. finite difference, finite element), solution technique (e.g.
fast direct solvers, iterative methods), back interpolation (e.g. B-spline, Lagrange
interpolation) and computation of the forces from the values of the potential [DH98].
For instance, the “Smooth Particle Mesh Ewald (SPME)” method uses the Gaussian
function as its smoother function, B-spline of degree three or more for interpolation,
Fast Fourier Transformation(FFT) [CT65, DH98] as solution technique and gra-
dient of approximated potentials to compute the forces. Computational complex-
ity of such methods is O(N(log(N))α), with α ≥ 0 depending on specific method
[GKZ07, GR87, HGE73][Eas75, EPB+95].

Mesh based methods work only if potentials are formulated as solution of differential
equations and are of type 1/r [DH98] [GKZ07]. Computationally such methods are
front-runner if particles are almost uniformly distributed over simulation domain.
Non-uniform distribution of particles results in reduction of both efficiency and
accuracy of mesh based methods. A finer mesh or adaptive local refinement[Cou91]
helps to obtain a better accuracy but with added computational cost.

1.7.2. Tree Based Methods

Mesh based algorithms are widely used for the fast simulation of systems with several
billions of particles. But due to its requirement on the distribution pattern and the
type of potentials, another class of methods comes in action, which is called Tree
Algorithms. Tree algorithms have no such restrictions on the type of potential
[DYP93] or on the distribution pattern of particles over the simulation domain and
are based on the integral formulation [GKZ07] of the potentials, and hence they avoid
solving linear system of equations. Both uniform and non-uniform distributions are
hierarchically decomposed to adaptively approximate the density of the particles
over the simulation domain which implicitly splits the domain into near and far fields
for all particle positions and results in computational complexity of O(N log(N))
for the force computation. Special variants of Tree algorithms (e.g. Fast Multiple
Method) achieve computational complexity5 of O(N).
Similar to mesh based methods, the potential �V is split into two parts, a short
range part �V short and a long range part �V long. The splitting of the potential �V is
automatically accomplished by the hierarchical decomposition of entire simulation
domain. Interactions influenced by �V short correspond to near fields while interactions
influenced by �V long correspond to far fields of the decomposition.

5Accuracy needs to be sacrificed to secure computational complexity of O(N).
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Basic computation steps for tree algorithms are as follows,
I) Hierarchical decomposition of the force field
II) Computation of the moments for the sub-domains
III) Computation of the forces on the particles
Here, the moments associated to the sub-domains are represented by pseudo-particles
with each of them representing a cluster of particles located in corresponding sub-
domain. The first step is in principally the same for different tree algorithms. The
second and third step differ from method to method depending on the demanded
accuracy and desired complexity. Tree algorithms like the tree code of Barnes-
Hut[BH86] only computes zeroth order moments and particle-cluster interactions,
while higher order multi-pole[CGR99, HSA91] methods compute moments of order
two or higher and cluster-cluster interactions.
Underlaying motivation of the Barnes-Hut method is to replace particle-particle
interactions corresponding to �V long by interactions between particle and pseudo-
particle to achieve computational complexity ofO(N log(N)), while multi-pole meth-
ods reach the linear complexity of O(N) by computing interactions only between
pseudo-particles instead of interaction for each single particle with its far field
pseudo-particles compared to Barnes-Hut method.
The sequential implementation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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2. Implementation of
Particle-Cluster Method

In this chapter, we will consider the tree methods in more details. First, we will
describe the tree structures used for the decomposition of the force field. Afterwards,
we will describe the sequential procedure for the computation of moments and forces.

2.1. Expansion of the Potential for the Evaluation of
Integral

The integral formulation of the potential in general takes the form of

U(�x) =
ˆ

Ω
h(�x, �z)ρ(�z)d�z (2.1)

where ρ is the particle density in the simulation domain Ω and function h is suffi-
ciently often differentiable with singularity at �x = �z. Here, U indicates the potential
induced by the particle density ρ. U is rewritten after Taylor expansion of h in �z
around �z0 as

U(�x) =
�

�k�1≤p

1
k!h0,k(�x, �z0)

ˆ

Ω
ρ(�z)(�z − �z0)kd�z +

ˆ

Ω
ρ(�z)Remp(�x, �z)d�z (2.2)

where multi-indices k = (k1, k2, k3) with abbreviations � k �1:=� k1 + k2,+k3 � ,
k! := k1! .k2! .k3! , �zk := zk1

1 zk2
2 zk3

3 ,hk,l(�x, �z) :=
�
dk

d�wk
dl

d�ylh(�w, �y)
�
�w=�x,�y=�z

andRemp(�x, �z) =
�

�k�1=p+1
1
k!h0,k(�x, �z0 + γ(�z − �z0)).(�z − �z0)k with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and p ∈ Z0. The

tree code of Barnes-Hut only approximates �
�k�1≤p

1
k!h0,k(�x, �z0)

´

Ω ρ(�z)(�z − �z0)kd�z
of Equation 2.2 where the term

´

Ω ρ(�z)(�z − �z0)kd�z is referred as moments. For
discrete particle density, the computation of moments boils down to successive sum-
mation process.
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2.2. Tree Structure and Domain Decomposition

Several different data structures have been proposed [WS93, SW94, SWW94, BH86]
for the efficient computation of moments and forces, including binary trees1 and
multi-grids of fixed depth. Amongst the proposed data structures, the tree structures
have natural adaptivity to dynamic density contrasts. Due to this reason, the tree
structures are used even if the particle distribution is inhomogeneous and varies
significantly over the course of simulation.
TreeNode {

//DIM = the dimension of the simulation domain
sub-domain{

lower_left_back[DIM ];
upper_right_front[DIM ];

};
particle{

mass;
position[DIM ];
velocity[DIM ];
force[DIM ];

};
//perpendicular subdivision of a sub-domain along each coordinate
//axis creates 2DIM child sub-domains
TreeNode *sonNode[2DIM ];
// additional fields

}
The fields of a tree node is show above. A tree node represents a sub-domain and
its corresponding moments. The moments associated with a particular sub-domain
is partial sum and is stored in the associated node for later use. For computation
involving only zeroth order moments, each tree node needs to store its geometric
informations(i.e coordinates) along with the total mass and the center of mass2 of
all the particles located in the corresponding sub-domain. The zeroth order moment
of a sub-domain is represented by so called pseudo-particle, i.e. its mass and center
of mass. For computation involving higher order moments, each tree node needs
to store precomputed moments for an efficient approximative computation of the
forces. A tree node corresponding to a particle also stores the velocity and the
position of the particle. It also needs to store the links to all of its child sub-
domains. The entire simulation domain Ω is being assigned to the root of the
tree. Afterwards, the (sub-)domain assigned to a particular node is subdivided
perpendicularly3 along each coordinate axis in equal and disjoint parts and resulting

1Quad-Tree and Oct-Tree in two and tree dimensional domain, respectively.
2The center of mass is computed as the weighted average of the positions of the particles located
in the corresponding sub-domain.

3Subdivision based on the density of particle in the domain is used as well, which creates sub-
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sub-domains are assigned to the son nodes of the node. For square and cubic domain,
this results in four and eight equally sized disjoint sub-domains, respectively. The
algorithm proceed recursively until the sub-domain assigned to a tree node contains
only one particle. Sub-domains having no particles are not instantiated as tree node.
The tree obtained in the above described way is called Quad-tree[Sam95] and Oct-
tree4 in two and tree dimensional domain, respectively. Hierarchical decomposition
of two dimensional domain that results in quad-tree, is shown in Figure 2.1 while
the space decomposition and corresponding tree are shown in Figure 2.2. Several
other decomposition techniques along with some variants based on particle density
are used as well [GKZ07].

Figure 2.1.: Hierarchical decomposition of domain containing 13 particles

2.3. Relation of Tree Structure to Decomposition of
Force Field

The tree structure facilitates to decompose the entire domain Ω into near Ωnear and
far Ωfar field for all particles (i.e. their corresponding positions) of the domain and
moreover to find the decomposition of the far field [GKZ07] into sub-domains Ωfars

with the center5 zs0 that fulfills

diameter
�x−zs

0� ≤ θ (2.3)

domains with different sizes.
4Trees are named according to maximum number of child a node can have. Each node can have
maximum four and eight child under described decomposition in two and three dimension,
respectively.

5Center �z0 can be geometric center or center of mass of the particles physically located inside the
corresponding sub-domain.
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Figure 2.2.: Space decomposition and corresponding quad-tree

for ∀Ωfar
s
in the decomposition with given constant θ < 1 ,where diameter is defined

as

diameter := supz�Ωfar
s

� z − zs0 � (2.4)

and the decomposition satisfies

Ω = Ωnear ∪
�

s

Ωfars (2.5)

∅ = Ωnear ∩
�

s

Ωfars (2.6)

For the construction of the tree, the entire domain Ω is hierarchically decomposed
into disjoint sub-domains each of which accommodates either one or no particle.
Now, to decompose of the domain into near and far field for a particle, the algorithm
starts from the root of the tree and descends recursively to the son nodes until the
theta condition given by Equation 2.3 is satisfied. As the domain decomposition
process assigns a sub-domain of known size to each and every node of the tree, we can
determine the diameter of the corresponding sub-domain according to Equation 2.4
which enables us to check the theta condition. Several variants for the definition of
diameter and distance r [SW94, BH86] are used. If the theta condition is satisfied
or a leaf node containing particle is reached then recursion is stopped otherwise
continued to visit descendants. At the end of recursion, the domain is decomposed
into near and far field for the particle. Sub-domains assigned to the leaf nodes that
are reached during recursion, form the near field while sub-domains assigned to inner
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nodes that satisfy the theta condition, form the far field for the particle. The closer
the far field sub-domain is, the smaller it needs to be; to satisfy Equation 2.3. In
this way, the force fields of all particles are decomposed into near and far field using
only one tree.

2.4. Parameters in Implementation

The Barnes-Hut method only approximates the term�
�k�1≤p

1
k!h0,k(�x, �z0)

´

Ω ρ(�z)(�z−
�z0)kd�z of Equation 2.2 with p = 0 which leads to computation of only zeroth order
moments. The computation of zeroth order moments correspond to the computation
of pseudo-particles. One can show that first order moments vanish which makes
the Barnes-Hut method a second order method. For computing the term � �x− �z0 �
of Equation 2.3, we have used minimum distance form any point of a sub-domain
(containing a particle or a cluster of particles) to the position �x of a particle. More-
over, the diameter is chosen as the side length of the corresponding sub-domain for
computational simplicity [SW94]. For a particular particle, all the sub-domains that
satisfy the theta condition form the far field for the particle. Instead of computing
all interactions between a particle to many other particles that are far away, the
Barnes-Hut[BH86] method computes the interactions of the particles with their far
field pseudo-particles each of them representing a cluster of particles. That is why
Barnes-Hut method is called Particle-Cluster method.

2.5. Sequential Implementation

In this section, we first describe the algorithm to build geometric Oct-tree tree.
Then, we discuss the procedures to compute pseudo-particles, forces, position and
velocities.

Sequential implementation of tree methods requires following steps.

I) Construction of the tree: The tree structure that corresponds to the decomposition
of the entire simulation domain Ω, is constructed in the same way as discussed in
section 2.2. From the coordinates of a particle, the sub-domain and hence the
subtree where the particle has to be inserted, is determined. Starting from the root
of the tree, the algorithm descends recursively until it finds a sub-domain where the
particle only belongs. Afterwards, a tree node is instantiated for the particle and
the sub-domain information is saved. Subsequent insertion of a new particle may
entail to further sub-division if the new particle belongs to the same sub-domain as
the previously inserted particle. The algorithm for the construction of the tree is
shown in Algorithm 2.1.
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Algorithm 2.1 Insertion of New Particle
function Insert−Particle is:
input : Particle *currentParticle, TreeNode *currentNode

Assign Ωcurrent := currentNode− > domain
determine sub-domain Ωs of domain Ωcurrent where currentParticle belongs
if (currentNode is a leaf node)

IS − LEAF := true
else if (currentNode is not a leaf node)

IS − LEAF := false
end if
if ( currentNode− > sonNode[s] is NULL)

if (IS − LEAF )
// hence a particle was previously assigned to currentNode
oldParticle := currentNode− > particle
allocate currentNode− > sonNode[s]
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > particle := currentParticle
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > domain := Ωs
Call Insert−Particle (oldParticle, currentNode)

else if (IS − LEAF )
allocate currentNode− > sonNode[s]
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > particle := currentParticle
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > domain := Ωs

end if
else if( currentNode− > sonNode[s] is not NULL)

Call Insert−Particle(currentParticle, currentNode)
end if

end function

The detailed algorithm for the parallel construction of the tree will be discussed in
next chapter.

II) Computation of the values of pseudo-particles: The leaf nodes of the tree con-
structed in the above described way represent the particles of the simulation domain
Ω. An inner node of the tree is used to represent a group of particles that are in the
sub-tree rooted by the inner node. Such a group of particles that is represented as
a single particle, is called pseudo-particle. The position and the mass of a pseudo-
particle is determined by the coordinates of the center of mass and the sum of the
mass of the particles that are in the sub-tree rooted by the inner node. Compu-
tation of the values of pseudo-particles can easily be accomplished by a post-oder
tree traversal. After such computation, every node of the tree contains a mass and
a set of coordinates, which either corresponds to an actual particle or a pseudo-
particle. The pseudo-code for the computation of the values for pseudo-particles
using post-order tree traversal is listed in Algorithm 2.2.
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Algorithm 2.2 Computation of pseudo-particle
function Compute−PseudoParticle is:
input : TreeNode *currentNode

if (currentNode! = NULL)
// call recursively for each son node
for ( i=0;i<2dim;i++)

Call Compute−PseudoParticle(currentNode− > sonNode[i] )
end for
if (currentNode is a non-leaf node)

Set currentNode− > mass to sum of mass of its son nodes;
Set currentNode− > position to weighted average of position of
its son nodes;

end if
end if

end function

III) Computation of the forces: The force on each particle is computed as an approx-
imation of the sum of the forces which results from its interactions with all other
particles in the simulation domain. To do so, the tree is traversed recursively from
the root until the theta condition given by Equation 2.3 is satisfied for the given
value of θ or a leaf node that corresponds to a particle is reached. Once such a
(pseudo)-particle is reached, the corresponding interaction with the particle is com-
puted and added to its force term. The pseudo-code for the computation of the
forces is shown in Algorithm 2.3.

Algorithm 2.3 Computation of the force
function Compute−Force is:
input : TreeNode *currentNode

if (currentNode! = NULL)
// call recursively for each son node
for ( i=0;i<2dim;i++)

Call Compute−Force (currentNode− > sonNode[i] )
end for
if (currentNode is a leaf node)

Initialize currentNode− > force to zero;
Detemine all particles and pseudo-particles that satisfy the theta
condition for the currentNode;
Compute interaction of the currentNode with all such particles and
pseudo-particles and add them to currentNode− > force;

end if
end if

end function
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IV) Computation of new positions and velocities: Once the forces on the particles are
computed, the position and the velocities are updated according to Equation 1.6 and
Equation 1.7, respectively. As each tree node corresponds to a sub-domain, some of
the particles may no longer be at appropriate nodes in the tree due to their change in
the positions. To this end, the whole tree is traversed for the particles (i.e.leaf nodes)
and checked against the corresponding sub-domains. If a particle of a tree node has
left the sub-domain assigned to the node, the particle is inserted as a new particle
in the tree and the old tree node corresponding to the particle is deleted. This is
achieved with appropriated flagging of corresponding tree node. The algorithms
for the computation of new position and velocity, are listed in Algorithm 2.4 and
Algorithm 2.5, respectively.

Algorithm 2.4 Computation of new position
function Compute−Position is:
input : TreeNode *currentNode

if (currentNode! = NULL)
// call recursively for each son node
for ( i=0;i<2dim;i++)

Call Compute−Postion (currentNode− > sonNode[i] )
end for
if (currentNode is a leaf node)

Update currentNode− > position according to Equation 1.6 ;
end if

end if
end function

Algorithm 2.5 Computation of new velocity
function Compute−V elocity is:
input : TreeNode *currentNode

if (currentNode! = NULL)
// call recursively for each son node
for ( i=0;i<2dim;i++)

Call Compute−V elocity (currentNode− > sonNode[i] )
end for
if (currentNode is a leaf node)

Update currentNode− > velocity according to Equation 1.7 ;
end if

end if
end function

The integration of Newton’s equation of motion for significantly long time or with
larger time steps may lead to the situation where some of the particles leave the
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simulation domain Ω. To handle such situations, the simulation domain Ω is ex-
tended to infinity by periodicity. Once a particle leaves the simulation domain, it’s
positioned back to the simulation domain by its periodic image.
The detailed implementation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm and different aspects of its
parallelization for distributed memory systems will be discussed in the next chapter.
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3. Parallelization

In this chapter, we will introduce a key based domain distribution strategy for
the parallelization of the Barnes-Hut method. Then, we will discuss the parallel
computation of moments and forces. At the end, we will describe the space-filling
Lebesgue curve and its usage for dynamic load balancing.

3.1. Issues with Parallel Implementation

In the sequential implementation, we have no issue of distributing computational
tasks. So we can simply decompose the simulation domain Ω as discussed in section
2.1. The inherent property of tree structure will make a fine decomposition on the
parts of domain containing more particles. For parallel computation, we want to
parallelize the task to computing forces by distributing particles over the partici-
pating processes with distributed memory. Simple distribution based on size of sub-
domains will lead to unbalanced assignment of particle, and hence computational
tasks. This will eventually lead to loss of CPU clock cycles as the processes with less
particles will remain idle and wait for others at the points of synchronization(e.g.
collective operations). So the distribution of the computational task based on the
size of sub-domains rather than the density of particles in the domain may spoil
both performance and proper utilization of computing resources.
The Barnes-Hut method always needs to check the condition given by Equation 2.3,
for which one process needs not only (pseudo-)particles data from other processes
but also information about sub-domains that are assigned to them. Moreover, the
number of sub-trees needs to be at least equal to the number of participating pro-
cesses to keep every process busy. Due to these facts, upper level nodes of the tree
are used for the purpose of domain distribution and providing information about
the sub-domain(s) of one process to others. Moreover, to achieve a balanced load
among the participating processes, the need for particle redistribution is entailed as
a result of the movement of particles from sub-domain to sub-domain. The upper
level nodes of the tree better serve this purpose.
Once the domain has been distributed among the processes, each process can per-
form independent tasks in parallel, like computation of the values of pseudo-particles,
update of the positions and velocities. For our implementation, we have used the
key based distribution strategy[SW94, SWW94, WS92, WQSZ92, WS93, WS95a,
WS95b] which takes the advantage of Oct-tree or Quad-tree structures to achieve
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balanced load among the participating processes. In the following section, we have
discussed how such keys are constructed and used for the distribution of the com-
putational tasks to several processes.

3.2. Key Construction

To implement the key based distribution, eight smaller sub-domains resulting from
subdivision of three dimensional domain Ω are numbered in Z−order1. To determine
these numbers, relative position of a sub-domain with respect to its immediate
parent domain along each coordinate axis is determined. Then the number of the
sub-domains is formed as xbitybitzbit where being on left (lower or back, depending
on orientation of the axis) half along an axis (axis is centered in the center of parent
sub-domain ) with respect to its immediate parent sets the corresponding bit to
zero while being on right (upper or front, depending on orientation of the axis)
half sets the corresponding bit to one which generates 2dim possible numbers from
0 to (2dim − 1), where dim is dimension of simulation domain. Numbering of sub-
domains for two dimensional domain is shown in Figure 3.1. In each successive
subdivision, until each tree node corresponds to only one particle, resulting sub-
domains are numbered using the same scheme [WS93]. If the numbers in a path
from the immediate son nodes of the root to a node are concatenated, we get the
octal representation of the key for the node, see Figure 3.2. Keys obtained in the
above descried way will have different lengths depending on the level of the nodes in
the tree where the root is at level zero. Afterwards, additional zeros are padded at
the end of the shorter keys until all keys have the same length. This corresponds to
dim left shits for each unit difference of a node’s level to maximum level of the tree.
Each tree node then gets a different key at the same level but the zeroth son of a
node gets the same key as its parent node. Such Keys are monotonically increasing
from left to right (i.e. 0th son to (2dim − 1)th son). For a given node, key values of
all nodes in subtree rooted by its 0th son are lower than the key values of all nodes
in subtree rooted by its 1st son and so on.

Another nice property of this kind of key is it that, the keys of descendants and
ancestors node can be determined from the key of a node. Our implementation
requires to determine the minimum and maximum key in a subtree rooted by a
particular node for the purpose of decomposing the tree to several processes. For
example, to get the key of immediate parent of a node, we simply need to remove last
dim bits before padding and pad with zeros unit maximum key length is reached.

Some other variants of key construction use 1 as a placeholder bit for the root
[WS93, WS95b] to deal with ambiguity amongst the keys whose most significant
bits are all zeroes. The use of the placeholder bit for the root of the tree results

1Z−order is also known as Morton order or Morton code.
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Figure 3.1.: Sub-domain numbering for two dimensional domain

in global and unique key for each tree node. But this kind of key suffers in poor
locality [GKZ07] in distribution of the particles.

Figure 3.2.: Tree nodes and corresponding keys represented in Octal

3.3. Particle Distribution Over the Processes

In practical implementation, the length of key is fixed at the beginning. Initially,
the keys are distributed uniformly among the participating processes. With key
word of length key−word−length, 2key−word−length different keys hence particles are
possible and each process gets 2key−word−length/total−number−of−process keys. To
determine the rank of the process to which a particular tree node belongs to, the key
of the node is checked against disjoint key ranges assigned to the processes. Each
process determines the key of a node and checks against the key range assigned to it
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before performing operations on it, particularly for operations involving and relating
to upper level tree nodes which are used for the purpose of domain distribution
and global communications. Key ranges assigned to the processes are changed
over time depending on the particle density to retain load balance. To be more
precise, assigning a key range to a process implies assigning sub-domain(s) to it.
The movement of the particles over time makes density contrast amongst the sub-
domains. To obtain a balanced distribution, sub-domains should be redistributed
which is done by updating key ranges accordingly.

With P participating processes, process with rank q is assigned to tree nodes having
keys in range [rangeq, rangeq+1) where 2key−word−length sorted keys are decomposed
into P subsets and expressed as interval limits according to 0 = range0 ≤ range1 ≤
.... < rangeP = (2key−word−length − 1). Pseudo code to determine the rank of process
from the key of a tree node is given by Algorithm 3.1.

Algorithm 3.1 Process rank from key
function process−rank−from−key is:
input : Key_Word key

for (q = 1 to total−number−of−process )
if {key in [rangeq, rangeq+1)}

return q
end if

end for
return error code

end function

3.4. Tree Construction for Parallel Computation of
Forces and Pseudo-Particles

The construction of the tree for parallel implementation differs from its construc-
tion in the sequential implementation. First, we introduce different kinds of tree
nodes needed for successful parallel computation of the forces. Here, we use com-
mon domain tree that contains the information of the sub-domains assigned to all
participating processes.

I) particle−node: Leaf nodes of the tree, contain only particles and are not part of
common domain tree.

II) pseudo−particle−node: Inner nodes of the tree, contain only the values of pseudo-
particles and are not part of common domain tree.

III) common−tree−node: Tree nodes that are common in all participating processes
and contain information about the sub-domains from upper level of decomposition.
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These nodes are also used to compute the values of the moments corresponding to
upper level sub-domains.

common domain tree is comprised of only common−tree−nodes. common−tree−nodes
that are leaf nodes of common domain tree, are named common−tree−leaf−node.
These common−tree−leaf−nodes own the subtrees, each of which contains pseudo−particles
and particles in different processes during the course of parallel force computation.
All subtrees fathered by a particular common−tree−leaf−node, contain particles of
specific sub-domain assigned to the same process. Different kinds of tree nodes are
shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3.: Tree with different kinds of node

3.4.1. Construction of Common Domain Tree

For efficiency of parallel computation, we always want to have a balanced distri-
bution amongst the participating processes. On the contrary, we try to minimize
communication overhead by assigning subtrees to processes from upper level of de-
composition. So we try to keep the depth of common domain tree as less as possible.
Once the key of minimum keyed node and key of maximum keyed node of a subtree
is mapped to key range of same process, then the whole subtree is mapped to that
process including the root of the subtree as the root of a subtree has same key as
the minimum keyed node. The rank of the process to which a particular node is
being mapped, is easily determined by checking the key of the node against the
disjoint key ranges assigned to the processes. To get the maximum key value in
a subtree rooted by a node of level level, last key−word−length − level ∗ dim bits
of the key of that node is changed to binary one. Using this technique, we start
from root of the tree and keep creating common−tree−nodes until the minimum and
maximum key value of a subtree rooted by each common−tree−node is mapped to
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the same process where the common−tree−node is mapped to. Once each process is
informed about the key range assigned to itself and to others, common domain tree
can be constructed independently by each process. The algorithm for construction
of common domain tree is shown in Algorithm 3.2.

Algorithm 3.2 Construction of common domain tree
function construct_common_domain_tree is:
input : TreeNode *currentNode, Integer node−level, Key_Word node−key

currentNode− > nodetype := common−tree−node
subtree−Keymin := node−key
subtree−Keymax := node−key with last (key−word−length−node−level ∗dim)

bits set to 1
process−of−subtree−Keymin := process−rank−from−key(subtree−Keymin);
process−of−subtree−Keymax := process−rank−from−key(subtree−Keymax);
if (process−of−subtree−Keymin is not same as process−of−subtree−Keymax)

Ωcurrent := currentNode− > domain
for( s = 0 to 2dim − 1)

determine sub-domain Ωs of domain Ωcurrent in Z−order
allocate currentNode− > sonNode[s]
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > domain := Ωs
key−of−sth−son := s is shifted left by

(key−word−length − (node−level + 1) ∗ dim) bits
and added to node−key

Call construct_common_domain_tree(currentNode, node−level+1
, key−of−sth−son)

end for
end if

end function

3.4.2. Populating Tree Structures in Parallel

Before the algorithm for tree construction starts, the simulation domain Ω is being
assigned to the root of the tree. For the insertion of a particle in the tree, the
sub-domain Ωb of domain Ω to which the particle belongs is determined from its
coordinates. Afterwards, whether any particle of the sub-domain Ωb has already
been inserted in the tree or not is checked. If any particle of the sub-domain Ωb
is already in the tree, then the subdivision is being continued until a smaller sub-
domain Ωb is found whose particle has not yet been inserted in the tree. Once
such a sub-domain Ωb is found, the particle together with the information of the
sub-domain Ωb is stored in the current tree node.
As all subtrees containing particles and pseudo-particles are owned by common −
tree − leaf − nodes of the tree, Algorithm 3.3 distinguishes all possible cases to
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insert particles properly and marks the nodes with appropriate flags for subsequent
usage during pseudo-particle and force computation.
In our implementation each process reads particles in parallel and builds the lo-
cal tree using Algorithm 3.3. Afterwards, particles whose sub-domains and hence
keys are not assigned to current process are sent to its owner process using MPI
communication routines. The rank of the owner process is easily determined from
the keys of common−tree−leaf−node nodes as each process knows the key range of
each other process.
For the global tree given by Figure 3.3, local trees for five participating process are
shown in Figure 3.4 to Figure 3.8, for arbitrary values of the key range assigned
to the processes. These figures shows the decomposition of the tree among the
participating processes.

Figure 3.4.: Tree in process with rank 0

Figure 3.5.: Tree in process with rank 1
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Algorithm 3.3 Insertion of New Particle
function Insert−Particle is:
input : Particle *currentParticle, TreeNode *currentNode

Assign Ωcurrent := currentNode− > domain
determine sub-domain Ωs of domain Ωcurrent where currentParticle belongs
if (currentNode is a leaf node)

IS − LEAF := true
else if (currentNode is not a leaf node)

IS − LEAF := false
end if
if (currentNode belongs to common−domain−tree)

COMMON − NODE := true
else if (currentNode doesn’t belong to common−domain−tree)

COMMON − NODE := false
end if
if ( currentNode− > sonNode[s] is NULL)

if (IS − LEAF
�
COMMON − NODE )

// hence a particle was previously assigned to currentNode
oldParticle := currentNode− > particle
allocate currentNode− > sonNode[s]
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > particle := currentParticle
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > domain := Ωs
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > nodetype := particle−node
currentNode− > nodetype := pseudo−particle−node
Call Insert−Particle (oldParticle , currentNode)

else if (IS − LEAF
�
COMMON − NODE )

allocate currentNode− > sonNode[s]
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > particle := currentParticle
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > domain := Ωs
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > nodetype := particle−node

else if (IS − LEAF
�
COMMON − NODE )

allocate currentNode− > sonNode[s]
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > particle := currentParticle
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > domain := Ωs
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > nodetype := particle−node

else if (IS − LEAF
�
COMMON − NODE )

allocate currentNode− > sonNode[s]
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > particle := currentParticle
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > domain := Ωs
currentNode− > sonNode[s]− > nodetype := particle−node
currentNode− > nodetype := pseudo−particle−node

end if
else if( currentNode− > sonNode[s] is not NULL)

Call Insert_Particle (currentParticle , currentNode)
end if

end function
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Figure 3.6.: Tree in process with rank 2

Figure 3.7.: Tree in process with rank 3
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Figure 3.8.: Tree in process with rank 4

3.5. Parallel Computation of Moments
(Pseudo-Particles)

We split the task of computing pseudo-particles into four sub-tasks. Before call-
ing the method to compute pseudo-particles, we need to make sure that each pro-
cess only possesses the particles that are spatially located in the sub-domain(s)
assigned to it. As each process temporarily needs to store (pseudo)-particles that
are mapped to other processes for the purpose of force computation, the existence
of such (pseudo)-particles in local tree during the call to the method that computes
the values of (pseudo)-particle, will result in incorrect values.
I) Computation of the values of pseudo-particles for subtrees under common−tree

−leaf−node: Each process recursively computes the values of pseudo-particles from
leaf nodes to subtree roots (these nodes are son nodes of common−tree−leaf−nodes).
In this step, each process works independently with subtrees, each of which contains
particles spatially located in the sub-domain assigned to it. No communication is
needed for this step.
II) Computation of the values of pseudo-particles for common−tree−leaf−nodes:
Once the values of pseudo-particles for the subtree roots has been computed, each
process can compute the values of pseudo-particles for common−tree−leaf−nodes
independently. At the end of this step, common−tree−leaf−node that fathers no
subtree hence no particle simply gets zero for both mass and center of mass. No
communication is required for this step as well.
III) Communication of the values of pseudo-particles of common−tree−leaf−nodes:
Each process shares its values of pseudo-particles for common−tree−leaf−nodes with
all other participating processes using MPI collective routine MPI−Allreduce.
Each process puts the pseudo-particles values for common−tree−leaf−nodes in buffer
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using the same order while traversing the common−domain−tree in post-order.
Once there is no particle under a common−tree−leaf−node in some process, it con-
tributes zero for both mass and position of that common−tree−leaf−node. So the
global sum over all buffers computes the values of pseudo-particles for all such nodes.

IV)Computation of the values of pseudo-particles for common−tree−nodes except
common−tree−leaf−nodes: After exchanging the values of pseudo-particles for the
common−tree−leaf−nodes, which are the leaf nodes of common−domain−tree, each
process can compute the values of pseudo-particles for the rest of common−tree−nodes
independently.

3.6. Parallel Computation of Forces

Each process computes the forces on the particles that are located in sub-domains
assigned to it. But the force computation for a particle requires to compute inter-
actions with the particles that are located in sub-domains owned by other processes
as well as local process. For this purpose, particles data from other processes are
needed to be sent as a copy to the same process where the particle is being mapped
and removed afterwards once the forces computation is done. Computation of in-
teractions related to the far field of a particle (i.e. its position) does not need to
compute interactions with all particles located far away from the particle. Instead,
interactions of the particle with far field pseudo-particles each of which represents a
cluster of particles, are computed. The theta criterion makes it sure that correspond-
ing sub-domain satisfies far field decomposition for the particle. Once all necessary
particles that correspond to near fields and pseudo-particles that correspond to far
fields of local particles have been copied into local memory, the local process can
perform the force computation independently. A complication of this approach is
that, local process does not know the exact tree structures and values of (pseudo)-
particles of all other processes. To circumvent this, each process determines which
particles or pseudo-particles each other process requires for computing forces on the
particles mapped to them. Even though one process does not know the exact tree
structures hence the complete decomposition of sub-domains done other processes,
each process knows which upper level sub-domain(s) has been assigned to each other
process from information locally available through common−tree−leaf−nodes. To
check whether the θ criterion given by Equation 2.3 is satisfied or not, the distance
to a remote particle (whose exact position is not locally known), is measured by
minimal distance from local (pseudo-)particle’s position to boundary of upper level
sub-domain(s) where the remote particle lies. All particles of other process spatially
reside on any of such sub-domains that corresponds to common−tree−leaf−node.

We split the task of force computation into four subtasks.

I) Building process specific sub-domain list: One process can be assigned to several
disjoint sub-domain(s). Instead of checking the θ condition given by Equation 2.3
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Figure 3.9.: Explanation of minimal distance

separately for each sub-domain (against local particles and pseudo-particles) as-
signed to other process, the local process builds the process specific list containing
sub-domain(s) information that have been assigned to other processes. This list can
be easily built by determining the owner of each common−tree−leaf−node using the
function process−rank−from−key and appending common−tree−leaf−nodes to an
array of linked list indexed by rank of owner process. This step is done indepen-
dently by each process as it requires no communications with other processes.

II) Building process specific (pseudo-)particles list: After building process specific
sub-domain list, local process checks θ criterion starting from root of local sub-
trees 2 and descends recursively to son nodes until the criterion is satisfied. The
constant term θ is know beforehand while the term diam stands for the diameter
of sub-domain mapped to current node in local tree and available by the fact that
diameter is halved in each subdivision. The term r in Equation 2.4 is chosen as min-
imum distance from current (pseudo-)particle’s position to all disjoint sub-domains
assigned to specific remote process. Here, the distance from local (pseudo-)particle’s
position to a particular sub-domain is itself a minimum and determined by the small-
est distance from current (pseudo-)particle’s position to the sub-domain boundary.
So, r := minimumΩsi

{distance from current (pseudo-)particle’s position to the
boundary of Ωsi

}, for all Ωsi
assigned to a particular remote process.

The scenario for computing r is depicted by Figure 3.9 where sub-domain Ωs as-
signed to local process is marked green and sub-domains (ΩA,ΩB and ΩC) assigned
to particular remote process p, are marked black. To test whether the current

2Each tree node corresponds part of simulation domain where the root the tree corresponds to
entire simulation domain
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pseudo-particle or particle whose position is marked red, is needed by process p or
not, the local process first determines minimum distances rA, rB and rC from the
current (pseudo-)particle’s position to disjoint sub-domain ΩA,ΩB and ΩC , respec-
tively. Then the local process only uses rA for checking θ criterion as ΩA is closest
among these three sub-domains assigned to process p.
The distance from a point to sub-domain is determined with appropriate case dis-
tinctions that is shown in Figure 3.10. For the two dimensional domain there are
nine different regions where a point can be located with respect to sub-domain Ωs.
If the point is located in region 1,3,7,5 then the minimum distance is the distance
from the the point to the corner of the sub-domain while only vertical or horizontal
distance determines the minimum distance in case the point located in region 2,6 or
4,8. Minimum distance is simply zero if the point is located inside the sub-domain
Ωs or on the boundary of Ωs. Similarly, a point in the three dimensional domain
can be located in any of 27 different regions with respect to a cubic sub-domain and
the minimum distance is determined similarly with appropriate case distinctions.

Figure 3.10.: Point to domain distance

In this step, the local tree is traversed in pre-order and (pseudo-)particles are put
in an array of linked list indexed by the rank of remote processes. Once the θ
criterion is satisfied, the traversal is stopped and the algorithm does not descend
anymore. The algorithm stops descending when no more (pseudo-)particle from the
local process is needed for the force computation in remote processes. The pre-
order traversal of subtrees in this step inserts the pseudo-particle corresponding to
a parent node before (pseudo-)particles of son nodes. This hold recursively for all
nodes.
III) Communication of (pseudo-)particles: Once a process in the sending end has
built lists of the (pseudo-)particles for all other processes indexed by their rank,
it first informs these processes how many (pseudo-)particle will be sent using the
rank of receiving ends. Afterwards, the process at sending end prepares buffer
where all (pseudo-)particles are put in same order as they appears in the process
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specific (pseudo-)particles list. Once a receiving process knows how many (pseudo-
)particle to receive, it prepares buffer accordingly and receives (pseudo-)particles.
The communication scheme can be point-to-point or all-to-all or bunched.

IV) Insertion of received (pseudo-)particles into the local tree: After receiving
(pseudo-)particles, the process at the receiving end inserts them into the local sub-
tree(s). The hierarchical structures of the portion of subtree that is received from
other process should be exactly the same like on the sender’s side. To prepare com-
munication buffer, the pre-order traversal at the sending end inserts the value of
pseudo-particle corresponding to a parent node earlier than the values of (pseudo)-
particles for its son nodes. The process at the receiving end retrieves the values
of (pseudo)-particles using the same order as they appear in the buffer and allo-
cates new nodes for these (pseudo)-particles which ensures the same hierarchical
structures as the sending end without any additional sorting and flagging.

V)Computation of forces on local particles: Once all required (pseudo-)particles from
other processes are stored as a copy in local memory, each process can compute the
forces on its particles independently. Each process only computes the forces on
particles having key values in between key range assigned to it.

VI)Consistency of local tree after force computation: Tree nodes that temporarily
store (pseudo-)particles from other processes in the local tree for the purpose of
force computation, are delete afterwards. For this purpose, the rank of the owner
process for a tree node is determined by process−rank−from−key using the key
value of the node and deleted if the the node is not mapped to current process.
Common−tree−nodes are not deleted.

3.7. Parallel Time Integration

A complete step of Velocity-Störmer-Verlet method corresponds to the computation
of the forces on each particle and then updating position and velocity accordingly.
Once new force terms are available using procedure described in previous section,
each process can update the position and velocity of local particles independently.
Each process only updates the position and velocity of particles that have their key
value mapped to its key range.

3.7.1. Computation of New Positions

The position of each particle is updated according to Equation 1.6. As outlined in
algorithm Algorithm 1.1, old force values that are needed to compute new velocities,
are stored in appropriate variables or vector. Each process traverses local subtree(s)
and computes new position of the particles mapped to it. Once the position for each
particle is updated, it can lead to any of following situations.
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I)Particle remains in private sub-domain: Subdivision of simulation domain during
the construction of tree finds a smaller sub-domain which accommodates only one
particle. The tree node corresponding to a particle saves the information about
the private sub-domain where the particle resides. If the particle stays in its own
sub-domain then the current tree structure is consistent with the new position of
the particle and no change is required.

II)Particle leaves its private sub-domain: If updated position of a particle is outside
of its sub-domain boundary, it can either be in any of the sub-domains assigned to
the same process where the particle is currently mapped(i.e. the key value of the
particle lies in the key range of same process) or it can move to a new sub-domain
assigned to different process. In either case, the particle should be moved to a new
tree node and the current node should be removed. This can be regarded as an
insertion of a new particle into the local tree. Each process traverses its local tree
in post-order and calls Insert−Particle for the particle that has left its private sub-
domain. The current tree node for the particle that has left its private sub-domain,
is not removed immediately and flagged appropriately to remove all such nodes at
a single traversal for efficiency reason. Leaving private sub-domain means a change
in the key value for a particle. If a tree node for a particle is created under a
common−tree−leaf−node whose key is not mapped to current process, the particle
of that tree node is sent to appropriate process using MPI.

3.7.2. Computation of New Velocities

The new velocity of a particle is computed according to Equation 1.5. Once the
new force term is available along with the old force term, the new velocity of each
particle mapped to local process is computed independently. No communication is
required for the computation of new velocities. Similar to the computation of new
positions, local process traverses local subtree(s) and computes new positions of the
particles mapped to it.

3.8. Load Distribution

The distribution of the computational tasks to the participating processes deter-
mines the speedup of parallel computing. Uniform partition of the set of key values
may lead to imbalanced distribution of the computational tasks in cases where par-
ticles are clusters in a region (typical in astrophysical problem). It happens when
more particles are mapped to one or a few processes while less particles are mapped
to some other process.
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3.8.1. Semi Dynamic Load Distribution

To have a balanced distribution of computational task, key ranges assigned to par-
ticipating processes are determined according to the density of particles in the sim-
ulation domain. To distribute the total task to P participating processes, the set

of 2key−word−length sorted keys are decomposed into
��
2dim

�(� P

2dim �+m)
�
subsets of

equal cardinality with m being nonzero integer. Here, m stands for the additional
level in the common domain tree for sake of equi-distribution. Initially each process
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domly chosen processes are assigned to one more subset. An assumption for this ap-
proach is that, the computational task is proportional to number of particles. Com-
mon domain tree under this strategy is full3 and resulting distribution initially maps
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randomly chosen process. At a regular interval during the time integration, the
number of particles under each such common−tree−leaf−node is counted. Each
process counts the number of particles under common−tree−leaf−node mapped
to it and shares this information with each other process. Once a process knows
the number of particles mapped under each common−tree−leaf−node, it sums the
numbers and determines the expected distribution4 in terms of number of particles.
Then a particular process( e.g. with rank 0) redistributes common−tree−leaf−nodes
(hence the key ranges) to the participating processes to meet the expected distri-
bution. If the value of m is increased, the distribution becomes more balanced.
But this is not free of cost and requires to create common domain tree from the
scratch. Afterwards, the newly created common domain tree fathers the subtrees
containing the particles according to the new distribution, which is achieved by
traversing the old tree and inserting the particles into the newly created common
domain tree. This distribution scheme is similar to the static uniform distribution
if the value of m is chosen to be zero and P is power of two. For example, for
the distribution of the particles to three processes, the common domain tree takes
the shape given by Figure 3.11, where is m is chosen to be 1. Here, the initial
distribution assigns five common−tree−leaf−nodes (i.e. corresponding key ranges)
to process with rank 0 and 1, while the process with rank 2 is assigned to last six
common−tree−leaf−nodes. At a particular moment, the number of particles under
each common−tree−leaf−node is shown for total 400 particles, while corresponding

3Tree in which every node other than the leaves has 2dim children.
4We always expect to assign same number of particles to each process.
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spatial decomposition along with the number of particles is given by Figure 3.12.
Now to meet the expected distribution (i.e. around 133 particle to each process),
the master process redistributes common−tree−leaf−nodes to the participating pro-
cesses until the expected distribution is met, which results in an assignment of first
eight common−tree−leaf−nodes (hence corresponding key ranges) to the process
with rank 0, then next five to the process with rank 1 and then last three to the
process with rank 2. The distribution in terms of the number of particles comes
to 150, 150 and 100 to the process with rank 0, 1 and 2 (order of process does not
matter here), respectively. To have more balanced distribution, value of m needs to
be chosen to be 2 or 3.

Figure 3.11.: Semi dynamic load distribution

Figure 3.12.: Spatial decomposition

Using this approach, we can fix the depth of common domain tree if the new distri-
bution is close to expected distribution. In such case, common domain tree needs
not to be re-constructed for the load distribution. We need to increase the depth(i.e
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to increase the value of m) of common domain tree if the new distribution leads
to an imbalanced distribution which happens if the particles are heavily clustered.
From the profiling data it was observed that, the effort of walking tree is insignificant
compared to computing forces on th particles.

3.8.2. Space Filling Lebesgue Curve and Dynamic Distribution

To achieve an uniform distribution of particles, key range values are determined
from the tree structure that changes over time. First, each process counts the
number of particle mapped to it. After a global communication, each process is
informed about the number of particles owned by each other process. Afterwards,
only particle nodes are numbered using Lebesgue order by traversing the tree nodes
in increasing order of their key values. For a tree node, the key values of all nodes
in the subtree rooted by its zeroth son are lower than the key values of all nodes
in the subtree rooted by its 1st son, and so on. Due to this fact, the key values are
monotonically increasing from zeroth son to (2dim − 1)th son without any sorting
and this holds recursively for all nodes of the tree. After the particles have been
numbered, each process determines which particle it should keep and which particle
it should send to other processes. To do so, the process with rank p will keep
and receive the particles with numbers in between

�
total particle
toal process

�
· p to

�
total particle
toal process

�
·

(p+ 1) and will send all other particles to the owner processes which is determined
from the Lebesgue ordered number of these particles. Remaining particles (after
integer division) can be assigned to any single process, for example, to the process
with rank (total process − 1) can be assigned to particles with numbers between�
total particle
toal process

�
.(total process − 1) to total particle.

Figure 3.13.: Lebesgue Ordering of Particle

So the particles assigned to processes can be given by interval limits of their numbers
according to
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Lebesgue ordering (also know as Z-ordering) is shown in figure Figure 3.13, which
leads to the space filling Lebesgue curve. Only three refinement steps of the two-
dimensional space filling Lebesgue curve is shown here.
The organized way for achieving uniform distribution on particles is to determine
the key values of particle nodes whose Lebesgue ordered number is located at the
sub-interval limits and use these key values to determine the new key ranges while
walking the tree in Z-order. To do so, each process locally walks through its tree and
set the key value of a particle node to the key range value if the Lebesgue ordered
number of the particle matches either beginning or end of any sub-interval except
the beginning of the first and the end of the last sub-interval as each process knows
the minimum and the maximum key.

Figure 3.14.: Determination of new key ranges

The determination of new key ranges in case of three participating process is shown
in Figure 3.14, where the process with rank 0,1 and 2 owns 90, 215 and 95 particles,
respectively. To determine new key ranges that lead to 133 particles per process,
each process walks locally through its particle node while only process with rank
1 reaches the particle nodes whose Lebesgue ordered numbers correspond to start
and end of second sub-interval that will result in 133 particles to each process. So
the process with rank 1 sets the key of that two particle nodes to new key range
values accordingly. Neither process 0 nor process 2 reaches any particle node that
corresponds to start or end of sub-interval except beginning of first and end of last
sub-interval. If each process initializes all key range values to zero before starting
walk in the local tree in Lebesgue order, then the maximum of key range values over
all process determines the new key ranges that corresponds to uniform distribution
of the particles. Simple MPI reduction operation does the trick.
The change in the key ranges changes the structure of common domain tree. Af-
ter the new key range values are determined, the new common domain tree is
constructed and particles are send to other process using the newly determined
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key ranges. Using this scheme, common domain tree is more unlikely to be full and
can extremely be degenerated. But uniform distribution on particles is guaranteed.
To reduce the depth of common domain tree and the number of common−tree−leaf−node
that will result in fewer distance computation and less communication during force
computation, new key ranges are filled with as many zero as possible from the right
which corresponds to tree nodes at higher level.
The space filling Lebesgue curve always ensures equi-distribution of particles over
the participating processes. But each re-distribution step requires to construct the
common domain tree from the scratch. Upon profiling we found that, the con-
struction of the common domain tree and population of tree data structure takes
only insignificant amount of time compared to the time needed for force compu-
tation. I tried to put my own idea for distributing particle over the participating
processes, which is described in last sub-section and works well only if particles are
homogeneously distributed and not clustered in particular part of the domain.

3.9. A Single Integration Step

A single integration step which computes new force on each particle, requires to
perform following subtask. Each such subtask is listed here with corresponding
communication routines.
I) Computation of the positions in parallel: No communication.
II) Re-sorting of the particles in the local tree according to updated po-
sitions: No communication
III) Communication of the particles over the processes as a result of
change in sub-domain: Communication scheme can be “Point to Point”, or “All
to All” or “Bunched”. One of such scheme is listed in Algorithm 3.4. .
*IV) Load Distribution5: MPI−Allgather is used to communicate the number of
particles owned by the processes. After walking through the tree nodes and num-
bering the particles in Lebesgue order, each process shares its updated key range
values with all other process using MP−Allgather. Afterwards, particles are com-
municated over the processes using point to point scheme as outlined in step III.

MPI_Allgather( local−particle−counter, global−particle−counter−array)
MPI_Allgather( local−updated−key−ranges, global−updated−key−ranges)

IV) Computation of the pseudo-particles: Reduction operation.
MPI_Allreduce( [mass,position], MPI−SUM)

V) Computation of the forces: Each process checks the theta condition with
its local particles and pseudo-particles against the upper level sub-domain of each

5*Load distribution is not invoked in every time step, rather periodically after several time steps
.
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other process and send particles and pseudo-particles accordingly. As like step III ,
communication can be point to point or all to all or bunched.
VI) Computation of new velocities: No communication.
The optimum frequency of load distribution depends on the dynamics of the simu-
lation domain. If the particles move fast from sub-domain to sub-domain and cause
considerable density contrast among the sub-domains, then the particles should be
redistributed frequently.

Algorithm 3.4 Point to Point Communication
//Communication of message length
int send−count[total−process];
int receive−count[total−process];
for(int i=1;i<total−process;i++){

next−send−to=(my−rank+i)%total−process;
next−receive−from=(my−rank-i+ total−process)%total−process;
Count the number of particle to send to process with rank next−send−to from
process specific particle list and save the counter in send−count[next−send−to];
MPI_ISend(&send−count[next−send−to],&counter−send−request,next−send−to,...);
MPI_Recv(&receive−count[next−receive−from], next−receive−from,..);
MPI_Wait(&counter−send−request);

}
// Communication of particle data
for(int i=1;i<total−process;i++){

next−send−to=(my−rank+i)%total−process;
next−receive−from=(my−rank- i+ total−process)%total−process;
If(send−count[next−send−to]>0){

allocate send−buffer for send−count[next−send−to] particles;
Put particles in send−buffer to send to process with rank
next−send−to from process specific particle list;
MPI_ISend(send−buffer,&particle−send−request,next−send−to,..);

}
if(receive−count[next−receive−from]>0){

allocate receive−buffer for receive−count[next−receive−from] particles;
MPI_Recv(receive−buffer,next−receive−from,..);
Process received particles from receive−buffer ;

}
if(send−count[next−send−to]>0)

MPI_Wait(&particle−send−request);
}
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4. Some Considerations

In this chapter, we will discuss some issues that arises during parallel implementation
of the Barnes-Hut algorithm including drawback of tree based data structures.

4.1. Numerical Stability

The computation of zeroth order moment moments according to xd =
�

i∈son
mix

d
i�

i∈son
mi

may lead to addition and subtraction involving operands having values of very dif-
ferent and same size, respectively, both of which may result in inaccuracies in the
computation of pseudo-particles. If the simulation is run for longer period of time,
these kind of roundoff errors may lead to completely different state of the system
than it should be. We have already observed such cases even after few thousands
integration steps. Again, computation of forces according to Fi =

�
∀j , j �=iG

mimj

r2

may lead to significant roundoff errors in successive addition. To circumvent these
limitations, we rearrange the formulation by setting mass of each particle to relative
mass, which safeguards the proper computation of moments (i.e pseudo-particles) by
multiplying the coordinates of particles by relative mass. We can even run the sim-
ulation on system with unit mass by collecting fractional mass term with constant
G and formulating force as F = (M2G)�

∀j , j �=i rj
ninj

r2 , where n1and n2 stands for
relative mass and rj stands for the ratio between mj and mi. If each particle has the
same relative mass in such reformulation, then the pseudo-particle corresponding to
a tree node has relative mass equals to total number of particles under the subtree
rooted by the node .Computation of higher order moments may lead to similar kind
of erroneous calculation, which should be avoided by proper reformulation.

4.2. Impact of Equidistribution of Keys on Depth of
Common Domain tree

We want to keep the depth of common domain tree as less as possible to minimize
the communication among the participating processes. Each process is assigned to
disjoint sub-domain(s) corresponding to common−tree−leaf−nodes. The number
of common−tree−leaf−node increases exponentially with the depth of the tree. If
2key−word−length sorted keys are decomposed into P subsets of equal cardinality and
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assigned to P processes, it can have bad impact on the depth of common domain
tree if P is not power of 2. For example, if eight sub-domains are distributed to
three processes, third and sixth sub-domain will further be subdivided to satisfy
the equidistribution of the keys and hence will increase the depth of common do-
main tree. The common domain tree is called homogeneous when it is full and
heterogeneous otherwise .

#process Tree pattern depth #common − tree − leaf − node

16 Homogeneous 2 64
17 Heterogeneous 85 9346
32 Homogeneous 2 64
31 Heterogeneous 85 17473
18 Heterogeneous 85 9878

Table 4.1.: Depth of common domain tree with equidistribution of keys

The table described above, clearly depicts the worst case scenario where common−tree

−nodes reach the maximum depth1 of the tree. As force computation procedure re-
quires to calculate minimum distance from local (pseudo-)particles to all disjoint sub-
domains assigned to a remote processes, increased number of disjoint sub-domains
assigned to participating processes not only requires more communications but also
expensive distance computations.

4.3. Impact of Machine Word Length

With the machine word of length 64 bits, we can represent only a maximum of 221(
about 2 millions) particles in the 3-dimensional domain. To work with billions of
particles, we need to implement or use multi-precision arithmetic(e.g. GNU Mul-
tiple Precision Arithmetic Library). String based multi-precision implementations
dramatically reduce the overall performance of algorithm which entails not to im-
plement or use these. With 256 bits word we can work with maximum 285particles.

4.4. Limitation of Message Passing Interface

Again, the length of the machine word comes into play. During the time integration,
participating processes need to communicate the number of particles owned by each
for the purpose of load distribution. If the number of particles owned by any of
participating process is not representable by 64 bit word, then it’s not possible to
use MPI routines with available data-types. To circumvent this limitation, each

1With 256 bit key , the tree can have maximum depth of 85.
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process splits its local particle counter into 64 bit words and then shares with other
participating process. The process at the receiving end reunites 64 bits words before
performing arithmetic operations on it. For the same reason, reduction operation
such as SUM, MAX can’t be done by MPI routines. In such cases, we need to
break the words into 64 bits at the sending end and reunite them at the receiving
end.

4.5. Clustered Particles in Big Sub-domain

If a big sub-domain contains particles that are close to each other and clustered in
a part of the sub-domain, then the subdivision procedure needs to perform more
subdivisions on the sub-domain during the construction of tree to find smaller and
disjoint sub-domain for each such particle. In such case, the paths from the root
to leaves of a subtree have common ancestor nodes until a high deep in the subtree
has been reached. If there are only few close particles in such a big sub-domain, it
needs more memory for inner nodes compared to leaves nodes that correspond to
the particles.

A big sub-domain containing only two close particle is shown in Figure 4.1, where
each successive subdivision corresponds to an additional inner node in the tree. One
may consider to concatenate common inner nodes and save memory, but we found
it difficult as sub-division should be preserved to find room for new particle that
may move inside the sub-domain during time evolution of the system.

Figure 4.1.: Two close particle in a big sub-domain
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4.6. Insertion of (Pseudo-)Particles in Tree only for
Force Computation

For insertion of (pseudo-)particles that are received from other processes only for
the purpose of computing forces on local particles, the same routine outlined by
Algorithm 3.3 can be reused. To accomplish this, the call Insert−Particle (oldParticle,
currentNode) needs to be omitted as the oldParticle in this case corresponds to
previously computed pseudo-particle, and hence needs not to be re-computed.

4.7. Correctness of Parallel Computation

As the decomposition of a particular simulation domain is unique, it always produces
(almost) the same result irrespective of the number of participating process if the
other parameters are equal. The change in the number of participating process
doesn’t change the result of the computation of the moments and hence the forces,
which ensures the reproducibility of a simulation (up to machine precision) using
stable numerical methods under given initial conditions.
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5. Performance Analysis

In this chapter, the speedup and efficiency of parallel computation of the forces will
be discussed. Mainly, we will take a closer look to different communication schemes
and their impact on overall performance of the algorithm. Moreover, we will analyze
the performance of the algorithm on single process. The terms process and processor
are used interchangeably here.

5.1. System Configuration

All executions to measure the performance of the algorithm were carried out in a
Cray XE6 system which is based on the AMD Opteron 12-core “Magny-Cours”(2.1
GHz) processors and the Cray Gemini(3-D Torus topology) interconnect technology
which consists of 1516 compute nodes(24 cores per node, divided between 2 sockets,
with 12 cores each) with 32 GB DDR3 compute memory per node. The amount of
L1, L2 and L3 cache is 64KB, 512KB(per core) and 24MB(per processor), respec-
tively. The peak and the sustained performance(LINPACK) of the system is 305.6
and 237 teraFLOPS, respectively.

5.2. Optimization of Code

The algorithm was first run with default compilation. To figure out which optimiza-
tion option works best for the implementation, the algorithm was complied with
different level of optimization using Intel compiler and run with fixed problem size.
Execution times per time step of integration with different level of optimization
(with 65536 particles) are shown in Table 5.1. Level 3 optimization works best for
the implementation. The implementation has few small functions that are called
very often, for example, to determine whether a node is leaf or not, whether a par-
ticle has left its sub-domain or not. Upon profiling, it was noticed that such small
functions are in-lined and has boosted the performance. Most of the loops in the
implementation run over the dimension of the domain or over the maximum number
of son nodes a node can have. We left it on the compiler to decide whether to unroll
it or not.
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Optimization Level Execution Time per step( in msec)
Default 1800.0
O1 1266.6
O2 1104.7
O3 619.1

Table 5.1.: Execution time with different level of optimization

5.3. Execution time on Single Process

Table 5.2 shows single process execution time for one step of integration with dif-
ferent problem size. Execution times are plotted against number of particles using
log-log scale in Figure 5.1. From the figure, it is clear that the algorithms scales
very well with increasing number of particles. One may observe poor scaling if the
problem size is really large compared to the amount of system memory.

Number of Particles Execution Time( in msec)
1024 5.33
2048 12.95
4096 23.23
8192 56.00
16384 132.19
32768 276.47
65536 571.52
131072 1205.05
262144 2558.57
524288 5441.33
1048576 11603.90
2097152 24655.00
Table 5.2.: Sequential Execution time

5.4. Optimization With Respect to Communication

We have implemented three different scheme of communication to analyze the impact
of communication on parallel computation of the forces. In our implementation,
there are two steps of parallel communication for each step of time-integration.

I) Communication of (pseudo-)particles among the participating processes for the
purpose of the local computation of the forces: Each process determines which of
its particles and pseudo-particles each other process will require to compute forces
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Figure 5.1.: Execution time vs problem size

locally in the next step. Only the position and mass of a (pseudo-)particle is com-
municated. Previously computed velocities and forces of remote (mapped to other
processes) particles and pseudo-particles are not needed for receiving processes to
compute forces on their own particles. This phase of communication along with
preprocessing and post-processing has already been discussed in last chapter.

II) Movement of particles across the process: The assignment of key ranges implies
the assignment of disjoint sub-domains to the processes. Once the forces are com-
puted, each process update the position of its own particles and check whether any
particle has left sub-domain of local process and moved to new sub-domain that is
assigned to another process. Then the local process builds process specific particle
lists indexed by the rank of new owner. Afterwards, each process first informs the
remote processes about the number of particle to be sent to them. Once processes
are informed (i.e. how many), each sender process can send these particles using
any of the schemes discussed below.
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5.4.1. Point to Point Communication

In this communication approach, each process sends to one process at a time and
receives form another. In a loop over all participating process, each process issues a
non-blocking send and blocking or non-blocking receive per iteration. Afterwards,
each process waits for the issued communications to be completed. At the end
of the loop, all such communications are done. The detailed scheme is shown in
Algorithm 5.1 and Algorithm 5.2. Here, the participating processes first communi-
cate the number of particle to send/receive, and then the particle data. The main
advantage of this approach is its memory efficiency. Each process fills the buffer
per send/receive, and hence takes small amount of memory. Once a send/receive
operation is done, the memory used for the buffer is reused for the next send/receive
operation. Main disadvantage of this approach is that, some process may need to
wait long because of following reasons,

Figure 5.2.: Point to Point Communication

I) the local process may wait for the receiver to receive the data it has sent, or

II) the local process may wait for the sender to send the particles it’s expecting.

One integration step (using Jumpshot, a Java-based visualization tool) with “Point
to Point” communication for 16 processes out of 64 participating processes, each
with 4096 particles, is shown Figure 5.2 with the corresponding legends. The green
bars in the figure indicate the waiting times for the receive operations. As each
process waits for the sender to send data, it may take long for some process to
receive the data.
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Algorithm 5.1 Point to Point communication of message length
//Communication of message length
int send−count[total−process];
int receive−count[total−process];
for(int i=1;i<total−process;i++){

next−send−to=(my−rank+i)%total−process;
next−receive−from=(my−rank-i+ total−process)%total−process;
Count the number of particle to send to process with rank next−send−to from
process specific particle list and save the counter in send−count[next−send−to];
MPI_ISend(&send−count[next−send−to],&counter−send−request,next−send−to,..);
MPI_Recv(&receive−count[next−receive−from], next−receive−from,..);
MPI_Wait(&counter−send−request);

}

Algorithm 5.2 Point to Point communication of particle data
// Communication of particle data
for(int i=1;i<total−process;i++){

next−send−to=(my−rank+i)%total−process;
next−receive−from=(my−rank- i+ total−process)%total−process;
If(send−count[next−send−to]>0){

allocate send−buffer for send−count[next−send−to] particles;
Put particles in send−buffer to send to process with rank
next−send−to from process specific particle list;
MPI_ISend(send−buffer,&particle−send−request,next−send−to,..);

}
if(receive−count[next−receive−from]>0){

allocate receive−buffer for receive−count[next−receive−from] particles;
MPI_Recv(receive−buffer,next−receive−from,..);
Process received particles from receive−buffer ;

}
if(send−count[next−send−to]>0)

MPI_Wait(&particle−send−request);
}

5.4.2. All to All Communication

In this communication scheme, each process communicates both message length and
particle data using collective operations. First, the length of the messages containing
particle data are communicated. Once the receiving processes are informed about
the size of messages that contain particle data, the sending process can send particle
data using the rank of receiving processes. Both communications are performed
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using all-to-all operations. The main disadvantage of this approach is its memory
inefficiency. For sending (pseudo-)particles, each process needs to build a large
buffer that holds the particle data for all other processes, and hence takes much
memory. Similarly, each process needs a large buffer to receive particle data send
by all other process. When the number of particle in the simulation domain is very
large and the density of particle changes a lot over time, this approach may fail due
to insufficient availability of memory needed for such big buffers. If the motion of
the particles is slow and the number of particles needed to be communicated in each
time step is small, this approach will results in better performance by mitigating
the waiting time compared to point to point communication. The detailed scheme
is outlined in Algorithm 5.3. Few integration steps of the same simulation problem
as discussed in previous sub-section, using “All to All” communication, is shown in
Figure 5.3. The green bars in the figure indicate the times needed for successive
collective operations. It is clear from the figure that, processes need to wait less as
a result of synchronization by each successive call to collective operations.

Moreover, the time between the successive communication indicates the time needed
for the computation. According to the Figure 5.3, the computation in the imple-
mentation is more expensive compared to the communication.

Figure 5.3.: Few integration steps using “All to All” scheme
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Algorithm 5.3 All to All Communication
//All to all communication of message length
int send−count[total−process];
int receive−count[total−process];
for(int i=0;i<total−process;i++){

Count the number of particle to send to process with rank i from
process specific particle list and save the counter in send−count[i];

}
MPI_Alltoall(send−count, 1, MPI−INT , receive−count, 1, MPI−INT , ..);
// All to all communication of particle data
allocate send−buffer for sum(send−count) particles;
allocate receive−buffer for sum(receive−count) particles;
for(int i=0;i<total−process;i++){

If(send−count[i]>0){
append particles in send−buffer to send to process with rank
i from process specific particle list;

}
}
MPI_Alltoallv(send−buffer,send−count,...,receive−buffer,receive−count,...);

5.4.3. Memory Limited Bunched Communication

Due to the limitations in both “Point to Point” and “All to All” communication
scheme, we tried to find something in between, called “Bunched” communication[Sch12].
In this scheme, each process issues up to bunch−size asynchronous send and bunch−size
asynchronous receive operations per iteration. Afterwards, each process waits until
these asynchronous communications are done. This scheme needs up to bunch−size
times more memory for communication compared to “Point to Point” scheme. On
the other hand, it reduces the waiting time by issuing more asynchronous send and
receive operations per iteration. The detailed scheme is shown in Algorithm 5.4. We
can vary bunch−size depending on the amount of system memory. When bunch−size
is set to one, this scheme works like the “Point to Point” scheme. Setting bunch−size
to total−process makes this scheme almost similar to the “All to All” scheme and
requires the large buffer memory to issue all asynchronous operations at a single iter-
ation. One integration step of the same simulation problem as discussed in previous
sub-section, using “Bunched” communication, is shown in Figure 5.4. The purple
bars on the right part of the figure indicate the times for the collective operations to
communicate the message length, while the orange bars indicate the waiting times
for the successive bunch−size(at most) asynchronous operations issued at each it-
eration. After issuing bunch−size asynchronous send and bunch−size asynchronous
receive operations, each process can wait for the termination of either all or a few
asynchronous communications before it starts to process the received data. Commu-
nication of one integration step with corresponding wait for asynchronous operations
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using MPI_Waitsome and MPI_Waitall is shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, re-
spectively. It is clear from this two figures that, the usage of MPI_Waitsome instead
of MPI_Waitall reduces the overall waiting time by issuing more asynchronous send
operations(aero blue bars) and performing some computation(i.e insertion of re-
ceived particles in local tree) in between successive wait.

Figure 5.4.: One integration step using “Bunched” communication

Figure 5.5.: Bunched communication using MPI_Waitsome
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Figure 5.6.: Bunched communication using MPI_Waitall

A fair comparison of different communication schemes is not obvious. Which scheme
is faster depends on the number of particles, time evolution of their distribution,
their density and finally on the amount of system memory. Varying the density
of particles, we did several test runs with different communication schemes on the
CrayXE6 system. Execution times are tabulated in the appendix. The appendix
A.1 and A.2 correspond to the execution time (per step) for the dense and sparse
domain, respectively, using the same number of particles in the simulation. It is
obvious from these data that the density of the particles has great impact on the
execution time. For example, if we compare the Table A.1 with Table A.4, we
observe that the underlying simulation in the sparse domain is more than 30%
faster compared to the dense domain.

Table A.1, Table A.2 and Table A.3 show the execution time for one integration
step using “Point to Point”, “All to All” and “Bunched” communication scheme, re-
spectively. Here, we used the same simulation problem for different communication
schemes. We haven’t noticed considerable difference in execution time for different
communication schemes. We have used up to 65,536 particles per core and 67 mil-
lion particles in total. One might possibly observe significant differences with larger
number of particles(e.g. half million or quarter million) per core.
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Algorithm 5.4 Bunched Send Receive
// Bunched send/receive of particle data
#define bunch−size=3;
int buffer−length = max(max(send−count), max(receive−count));
//Allocate bunch−size buffers for send operations and bunch−size buffers for receive
//operations, each of which is of length buffer−length
double comm−buffer[2*bunch−size][buffer−length];
MPI_Request request[2*bunch−size];
MPI_Status status[2*bunch−size];
next−send−to=(my−rank+1)%total−process;
next−receive−from=(my−rank- 1+ total−process)%total−process;
while(true) {

// Each iterations initializes up to bunch−size asynchronous communications
receive−issued=send−issued = 0; // number of issued communications
// Post the receive operations.
i= 0;
while (i < bunch−size && next−receive−from != my−rank) {

if (receive−count [next−receive−from] > 0)
MPI_Irecv(comm−buffer[receive−issued],receive−count[next−receive−from]
,..,next−receive−from,&request[receive−issued]);
receive−issued+= 1;

next−receive−from=(my−rank- 1+ total−process)%total−process;
i += 1;

}
// Post the send operations.
send−issued = receive−issued;
// Use the next unused buffer, status and request.
i = 0;
while (i < bunch−size && next−send−to != my−rank) {

if (send−count[next−send−to] > 0)
"Copy data into comm−buffer[send−issued]"
MPI_Isend(comm−buffer[send−issued],send−count[next−send−to]
,..,next−send−to,request[receive−issued]);
send−issued += 1;

next−send−to=(my−rank+1)%total−process;
i += 1;

}
MPI_Waitall(send−issued, request, status);
// Process received data
for (i = 0; i < receive−issued; i++)

"Process data of comm−buffer[i]"
if (next−send−to == my−rank || next−receive−from == my−rank)

if (next−send−to != next−receive−from) std.error("Something is wrong");
break;

}
"Free memory occupied by comm−buffer"
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Execution times are plotted against the number of particles (per core) and the
number of cores in Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 using log scale. For a
particular number of cores, exponential increase in the number of particles (i.e.
their density) corresponds to exponential increase in the execution time. From the
data tabulated in appendixA.1 andA.2, execution time is almost doubled when the
problem size is double, which is expected. With fixed number of particles per core(i.e.
weak scaling), we also observe near linear (in log scale) increase in the execution
time. From these figures, we can see that the efficiency of parallel computation
of the forces decreases abruptly after 512 cores. We suspect that the drop in the
efficiency from 512 processors to 1024 processors is caused by increased number of
communications as it is observed even with 512 particles per node when the number
of process is 1024.

Figure 5.7.: Log scale plot for time per integration step using point to point scheme
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Figure 5.8.: Log scale plot for time per integration step using all to all scheme

Figure 5.9.: Log scale plot for time per integration step using bunched scheme
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5.5. Frequency of Load Distribution

The performance of the parallel implementation largely depends on the frequency of
load distribution. In principle, we want to distribute load in every time step to have
a balanced load amongst participating processes, but added cost of tree reconstruc-
tion prohibits us to do so. To find a trade-off between balanced load and frequent
reconstruction of tree, load should be redistributed periodically after several time
steps. If the load is redistributed in every time step, usually only few particles have
to be transported. On the other hand, the frequency of load distribution should
be tuned depending on dynamics of the system, for example velocity of the par-
ticles. If the movement of particles causes considerable density contrast amongst
the sub-domains in few time steps, then the particles should be redistributed fre-
quently. Frequent redistribution of load considerably reduces waiting time for col-
lective communication as all participating processes have almost same work to do
before communication. Required times for the collective operations, before and after
load distribution, are shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, respectively. Here, the
purple bars indicate the times needed for the collective communications. It is clear
from these figures that the average waiting time for the synchronization of collective
operations is significantly reduced as a result of load distribution.

Figure 5.10.: Waiting time for communication before load distribution
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Figure 5.11.: Waiting time for communication after load distribution

5.6. Speedup and Efficiency

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the speedup and parallel efficiency for the com-
putation of 105 time steps. Here, the particles were uniformly distributed within a
cubic box of size 40×40×40 where the simulation domain is of size 512×512× 512.
We chose the value of θ to be 0.6. We run the simulation with one and two million
particles. The speedup and parallel efficiency of the simulation with different num-
ber of processes are listed in Table 5.3. We obtain a maximum speedup of 40 when
the number of processes is around 200. If more processes are used, the speedup
begins to fall sharply. We obtain a better speedup for 1M particles compared to
2M particles when the number of participating process is less than 70. It might be
an effect of presence of cache memory. Afterwards, the speedup becomes relatively
better for 2M particles which results from significant increase in communication
overhead(with increased number of process) compared to computation for less num-
ber of particles. The efficiency of the parallel computation decreases almost linearly
with the number of processes. With increasing number of processes, the processes
are assigned less and less computations but the number of communication increases.
The overhead of the communication with increased number of processes causes such
sharp decrease in the efficiency.
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1 million particles(in total) 2 million particles(in total)
#processes speedup efficiency speedup efficiency

1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
2 1.742 0.871 1.731 0.865
4 3.149 0.787 2.978 0.744
8 5.883 0.735 5.119 0.639
16 11.056 0.691 8.757 0.547
24 15.494 0.645 12.042 0.501
48 25.372 0.528 20.234 0.421
72 29.072 0.403 25.638 0.356
144 34.938 0.243 37.289 0.258
192 34.534 0.179 40.807 0.212
288 27.316 0.094 39.067 0.135
576 10.834 0.018 17.163 0.029
1152 7.186 0.006 12.857 0.011

Table 5.3.: Speedup and parallel efficiency

Figure 5.12.: Parallel Speedup
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Figure 5.13.: Parallel efficiency
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

6.1. Conclusions

The main focus of this thesis was to analyze the performance of important algorithms
of molecular simulations in program executions with a large number of processors.
Performance measurements comprise volume and performance of MPI communica-
tion as well as the numerical performance of computations. We have successfully
implemented Barnes-Hut algorithm to analyze its performance in distributed mem-
ory computing system. In addition to this, dynamic load distribution using space
filling curve has been implemented in order to achieve balanced load amongst the
participating process. Furthermore, in case of communicating pseudo-particles for
the purpose of force computation, our implementation only determines closest sub-
domain assigned to a remote process in order to minimize communication and to
avoid sending duplicate particles. For inserting received pseudo-particle in local tree,
we have found that sorting and flagging can be avoided by maintaining particular
order in both sending and receiving end. We mainly focused on optimizing commu-
nication among the participating processes. We have implemented three different
communication strategies each of which provides advantages depending on system
dynamics and parameters of the simulation. If the particles move slowly and given
value of θ is close to one, “All to All ” communication strategy will best serve the
purpose by mitigating waiting time. On the other hand, if the particles move fast
and θ is close to zero then the “Point to Point” communication works best by lim-
iting memory requirement for the communications. To overcome the limitations of
both “Point to Point” and “All to All”, “Bunched” communication strategy finds a
trade-off between memory requirement and waiting time.

6.2. Future Work

There is still work that can be done in order to enhance and extend our project.
Our implementation only approximates the first term of R.H.S of Equation 2.2 with
p = 0 which leads to computation of only zeroth order moments that are stored in
the inner nodes of the tree( i.e in the pseudo-particles) for computing forces on the
particles. One can work to extend the implementation to determine the higher order
moments for more accurate computation of forces. This will only require changes
in the computation of moments. Moreover, this implementation can be extended
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to compute cluster-cluster interactions instead of particle-cluster interactions by
making appropriate changes in the procedure involving computation of forces.
Particle-Cluster methods can also be extended without difficulties beyond Newton’s
equations of motion to other areas in which the motion of particles plays a role.
Vortex methods [Dra94, Dra95, Pop03, SWW94, SL95]that are used for incompress-
ible flows can be implemented in an efficient way using the techniques discussed for
the implementation of tree based particle-cluster interactions. Moreover, mesh-free
Lagrangian method like Smoothed-particle hydrodynamics [Mon94, GM82, Dua95]
that is used for the numerical simulation of flow problems, especially in astrophysics,
ballistics, volcanology, and oceanography, can be addressed with similar techniques
described here.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Parallel Execution Time For Dense Domain

The particles were uniformly distributed within a cubic box of size 26 × 26 × 26

where the simulation domain is of size 217 × 217 × 217. We chose the value of θ to be
0.6. Execution times (in mili-seconds) for one time step of integration with different
communication scheme on Cray XE6 system are listed here.

#particles
#process 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 32768 65536
4 20.3021 39.7958 76.8497 158.0 329.211 666.497 1340.88 2726.39
8 39.2818 65.9697 136.663 263.325 568.994 1117.23 2055.45 4367.17
16 59.2283 105.692 201.918 399.004 792.746 1589.17 3199.7 6492.95
32 86.5603 149.235 277.218 532.381 1054.3 2092.74 4261.49 8695.83
64 138.004 235.751 422.312 809.447 1583.75 3155.94 6323.93 12806.2
128 229.999 365.729 641.404 1184.53 2293.16 4520.38 8962.9 18192.3
256 396.412 590.631 962.45 1711.75 3175.69 6232.91 12351.4 24452.5
512 745.769 1067.56 1668.74 2819.78 5158.4 9793.53 19061.1 38241.0
1024 2192.21 3364.77 5631.12 10085.7 18869.6 36396.1 71461.9 142473.0
Table A.1.: Execution time for one time step using Point to Point communication

#particles
#process 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 32768 65536
4 20.5504 40.6381 78.527 159.817 333.566 675.412 1359.83 2770.29
8 39.8624 66.3679 139.09 267.399 576.103 1136.92 2089.91 4456.28
16 59.6325 105.565 203.271 402.807 802.184 1610.4 3251.44 6607.51
32 86.4595 150.141 281.979 544.646 1071.69 2138.64 4315.65 8745.48
64 139.767 241.241 433.549 824.033 1615.37 3186.15 6384.5 12809.3
128 236.452 377.289 656.181 1214.7 2336.81 4607.97 9138.59 18320.5
256 416.539 618.208 1010.21 1778.64 3242.11 6322.43 12531.8 24844.6
512 794.153 1129.86 1759.21 2937.33 5327.18 10091.9 19576.2 39142.2
1024 2364.45 3596.18 5955.02 10628.8 19782.6 38012.4 74822.1 148646.0
Table A.2.: Execution time for one time step using All to All communication
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#particles
#process 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 32768 65536
4 20.5372 40.6623 78.7639 160.314 334.116 676.263 1363.52 2777.04
8 40.0316 66.7411 139.232 269.138 581.176 1144.5 2101.26 4461.31
16 59.9121 105.898 201.731 400.34 794.273 1598.27 3230.88 6519.1
32 87.2327 150.734 282.209 543.573 1081.59 2148.48 4328.37 8744.15
64 138.2 237.733 427.441 822.262 1602.99 3186.12 6403.61 12916.2
128 230.049 366.716 640.501 1194.75 2310.65 4571.96 9149.05 18306.2
256 393.543 586.368 969.567 1721.99 3187.23 6282.51 12399.2 24721.2
512 740.248 1061.86 1677.8 2830.88 5193.06 9887.68 19251.8 38484.8
1024 2192.98 3386.59 5665.99 10234.0 19163.0 37101.8 72764.7 145397.0
Table A.3.: Execution time for one time step using Bunch communication

A.2. Parallel Execution Time For Sparse Domain

The particles were uniformly distributed within a cubic box of size 210 × 210 × 210

where the simulation domain is of size 217 × 217 × 217. Similar to previous runs, we
chose the value of θ to be 0.6.

#particles
#process 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 32768 65536
4 13.4097 25.913 52.7872 107.274 227.489 468.248 951.84 1951.16
8 25.5769 45.7159 75.9628 160.368 355.16 668.703 1272.39 2934.31
16 33.9221 58.9063 108.86 213.81 429.828 854.814 1715.54 3454.44
32 45.1856 72.9742 126.587 239.793 474.419 922.187 1840.2 3707.75
64 67.6082 100.48 162.815 285.614 534.602 1037.71 2023.51 4044.31
128 119.442 170.077 264.515 438.766 797.792 1502.47 2945.47 5773.68
256 243.663 327.726 466.143 734.147 1229.66 2258.13 4278.43 8338.1
512 523.957 657.54 905.328 1322.24 2166.05 3764.37 7010.54 13563.3
1024 1710.75 2548.29 4116.14 7197.05 13224.1 25186.0 49174.0 97122.2
Table A.4.: Execution time (in msec) for one time step using Point to Point
communication
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#particles
#process 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 32768 65536
4 13.7419 26.4918 53.7339 108.469 230.155 470.298 956.998 1969.97
8 25.4659 46.111 76.5826 161.996 357.837 671.213 1282.24 2981.3
16 34.1999 58.2643 108.464 216.358 434.371 863.274 1730.19 3497.31
32 45.2184 73.5429 128.664 242.223 476.145 934.855 1847.04 3719.66
64 68.2759 101.873 167.347 292.233 542.662 1052.66 2053.95 4118.8
128 123.087 177.051 274.192 455.115 823.775 1543.83 3020.19 5907.86
256 257.379 350.34 498.65 779.768 1291.03 2345.53 4426.06 8577.6
512 575.709 720.537 976.601 1429.78 2311.55 3987.34 7352.19 14129.1
1024 1886.44 2772.5 4394.11 7652.77 13964.8 26503.9 51762.4 101908.0
Table A.5.: Execution time (in msec) for one time step using All to All
communication

#particles
#process 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 32768 65536
4 13.7464 26.5223 53.8659 108.714 230.082 470.356 958.943 1972.96
8 25.5799 46.5123 77.4875 163.321 360.791 675.729 1291.31 3007.62
16 34.2244 58.708 108.614 216.511 431.643 866.662 1726.71 3524.69
32 44.9829 72.5885 127.29 242.232 476.079 937.145 1863.57 3737.61
64 67.5152 100.774 163.128 287.099 540.868 1054.28 2050.45 4095.5
128 117.978 169.509 263.721 441.096 804.259 1522.82 2986.27 5859.66
256 239.686 325.272 465.83 733.344 1232.51 2275.3 4315.5 8419.03
512 515.701 653.88 901.409 1321.6 2171.4 3800.63 7076.57 13710.1
1024 1724.54 2576.98 4182.8 7322.37 13476.8 25739.5 50300.5 99202.0
Table A.6.: Execution time (in msec) for one time step using Bunch communication

A.3. Parallel Execution Time With Different Bunch
Size

Execution time (in msec) for one step of integration with different bunch size are
listed here. We used the same input particles that were used for spare domain.

#particles
#process 2048 4096 8192
512 948.758 1392.7 2264.93
1024 4279.47 7437.18 13639.3

Table A.7.: With bunch size=256

#particles
#process 2048 4096 8192
1024 4297.71 7456.39 13693.5

Table A.8.: With bunch size=512
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#particles
#process 2048 4096 8192
4 52.1961 106.69 226.636
8 76.0923 159.885 351.754
16 107.656 214.608 428.99
32 125.59 239.826 472.2
64 161.936 284.483 535.06
128 264.811 439.57 801.158
256 477.971 750.165 1253.6
512 944.152 1374.77 2224.99
1024 4279.47 7437.18 13584.8

Table A.9.: With bunch size=2

#particles
#process 2048 4096 8192
8 75.6499 159.828 351.622
16 107.051 213.811 427.811
32 125.181 239.129 472.595
64 161.074 286.378 534.632
128 264.277 440.829 803.074
256 476.706 746.57 1245.24
512 934.558 1370.91 2221.98
1024 4302.62 7394.72 13600.1

Table A.10.: With bunch size=4
#particles

#process 2048 4096 8192
16 107.04 211.27 424.71
32 125.20 238.12 473.23
64 161.29 285.17 534.08
128 264.56 439.23 803.81
256 474.14 748.24 1243.8
512 937.23 1365.13 2215.09
1024 4273.1 7414.71 13545.6

Table A.11.: With bunch size=8
#particles

#process 2048 4096 8192
32 124.75 237.11 470.12
64 161.71 284.05 534.31
128 262.53 439.67 805.52
256 473.57 747.91 1250.92
512 932.92 1360.29 2217.57
1024 4283.7 7408.45 13560.4

Table A.12.: With bunch size=16
#particles

#process 2048 4096 8192
64 161.666 284.489 534.77
128 264.576 439.433 801.66
256 474.919 743.012 1249.21
512 932.464 1363.73 2220.93
1024 4290.81 7399.46 13578.1

Table A.13.: With bunch size=32

#particles
#process 2048 4096 8192
128 263.615 441.946 807.326
256 472.09 748.898 1257.42
512 933.601 1360.29 2231.89
1024 4260.29 7406.1 13580.6

Table A.14.: With bunch size=64
#particles

#process 2048 4096 8192
256 480.052 754.519 1271.69
512 939.043 1376.58 2254.7
1024 4290.99 7373.64 13602.5

Table A.15.: With bunch size=128
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